2002 ford windstar dashboard warning lights

The warning lights on our Ford Windstar will go crazy at random times. There will also be
beeping and the speedometer will also act up. I bought my Windstar new There was a recall on
it, but recall ddi not fix problem. Fortunately, I have never had an issue with the brakes despite
the lights. I had been having problems w Ford Windstar starts fine runs fine get to a place stop
come back out it won't accelerate after minutes or so ill start up again and run fine have taken it
to get diagnostic checks nobo I have found a rotted broken 1 wide ground strap. On the chasis
in center of the rear door. Bolted to the frame near the exhaust. I can not find the other end
anywhere???? The strap was so rot I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report
Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a
new Ford Windstar question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get
Started. Search Ford Windstar Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search.
Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. Search your problem. More specific problems:.
Top problems. Warning lights. A red circular light came on in the middle of my dash, do not no
what this is representing. Comment Same issue here. Engine light started flashing while
accelerating massive power loss code p changed plugs and wires worse than before no power
light flashing and a kinda misfire sound when hitting gas have to let off accelerator noticed
overflow reservoir fluid is brownish looks burnt noticed intake manifold leak changing gaskets
and seen black thick gritty sludge in bottom of manifold loosing oil by the quart every two
weeks and noticed imcr module missing lever arms should I give up???? Is this a lost cause it's
costing me a fortune and never had the recall on rear axle checkd ford really messed up with
this pos. Best answer according to Delilahz. Still broke down looking for the imrc linkage rods
not cheap and can't find em for my van manifold was completely clogged with carbon buildup
don't know if it will ever run just paid the insurance to and got it legal plus to get intake cleaned
up and a letter for the recall on the axle 16 recalls never been serviced once its a lost cause I
feel only hads it a year. Burn it its a death trap almost dollars in 3 months on it before I seen the
Vin report ugh sucks to b me. Transmission Ford Windstar 3. Brake light ABS light. Problems
with a Windstar? Share them. I solved my problem or question. Crea tu usuario en el sitio. Do
you like StartMyCar? Follow us on Facebook. Log in Sign up. Did you find the website helpful?
Browse site version for:. Help Privacy Terms Feedback Publish with us. Submit comment.
Submit comment Cancel. Submit reply. Submit reply Cancel. Select your model of Ford from the
list below. Dashboard warning symbols are displayed along with each symbol meaning and an
explanation of what action should be taken based on manufacturers recommendations. Here are
a range of Ford cars, trucks and van warning symbols explained. Ford warning lights come in a
range of different colours. Pay particular attention to red warning lights as they represent the
most urgent and will often require immediate attention. Ford B-Max. Ford C-Max. Ford EcoSport.
Ford Escape. Ford F Ford Falcon. Ford Figo. Ford Galaxy. Ford Mustang. Ford Ranger. Ford
S-Max. Ford Tourneo Connect. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to
function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and
security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any
cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used
specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are
termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll
assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Read More. Close Privacy
Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the
website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser
as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use
third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These
cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to
opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing
experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Have you ever been driving
along, enjoying the sun and some good tunes, when all of a sudden you hear beep and see a
light flash on your dashboard? Many drivers naturally panic, a million questions racing through
their minds:. Not all warning lights indicate a massive, immediate problem with your car. Each
Ford instrument cluster is loaded with warning lights and notifications, and not all are bad.
Knowing what your dashboard is trying to tell you may prevent that panic attack the next time a
warning light flips on. Advance alerts about a potential problem or breakdown can help you
avoid catastrophic vehicle failure, or even just running out of gas. Most warning lights do not
mean a car is nearing imminent failure. Rather, they notify drivers of a potential issue that needs

to be reviewed. Minor failures like a loose gas cap can cause warning lights to pop on, startling
many drivers. Fortunately, all dashboard symbols are color coded, allowing you to determine
your next course of action easily. Only a flashing red light means pull over immediately. There
are three dashboard light colors on most dashboards: yellow, red, and orange and,
occasionally, blue or green. The most severe alerts are displayed in red or orange. Generally, if
you see an orange or red warning light, pull over as soon as safely possible and drive
cautiously to determine what is happening. Yellow lights typically indicate a less-serious
problem. Schedule a service appointment for your vehicle as soon as possible. Finally, green or
blue occasionally even white lights indicate a particular feature or system, like high beams, has
been activated and is working properly. Each dashboard symbol corresponds to one aspect of
the car. These symbols can be grouped together by color, system, importance, etc. Engine
Light: One of the most sensitive lights on a Ford, the check engine light has two warning levels.
For less serious issues assuming the vehicle is operating normally , the light will stay on but
remain steady. If the light blinks, however, there is a major issue. Do not drive the vehicle. Have
it towed to the nearest repair facility. The check engine light can fire for a variety of reasons,
from improperly closing the gas cap to a catalytic converter failure. Stay vigilant about your
check engine light. If it comes on, do not wait. Handle the issue immediately. Unless the
separate BRAKE warning system comes on, continue driving, but make an appointment today
to get this fixed. Brake Lights: When illuminated with the engine on, the parking light is
engaged. Either your fluid is low, or there is a malfunction occurring in your brake system. Make
an appointment with your local dealer as soon as possible. Switch the vehicle off as soon as
possible and let the engine cool down. More than likely, you have run out of coolant, or there is
a serious issue with the temperature gauge. Check your coolant levels. Engine Oil Pressure:
This is one of the more critical warning lights. It means you need to stop immediately and
switch the engine off. You either are low on oil and driving will jeopardize the life of your car , or
there is a serious malfunction within the system. Do not drive your vehicle until this situation is
resolved. Low Fuel: This is one of the most common and least threatening warning lights. Low
Tire Pressure : This light indicates that your tire pressure is low. If it remains lit while your
vehicle is running, check your tire pressure as soon as possible. If it begins to flash or does not
illuminate when turning on your vehicle, have your system checked by a professional as soon
as possible. Use the table below to see a full list of dashboard symbols and their meanings.
Contact us at Mainland Ford to talk to an expert. Our talented and certified staff of Ford
Technicians will ensure thatâ€”regardless of how many lights are on when your vehicle arrives
at our shopâ€”all lights will be off when you pick up your car. Previous Post Next Post.
Categories Blog. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these
buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides.
Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. March April Could you tell
me where you bought you code manual , I would like to get one. Thank you, a windstar owner.
June The ABS is a seperate system. We are going through the same thing right now. You can go
to this link to read more on the ABS issues and a new recall on this July Hi, I have a Ford
Windstar. After starting the van, a series of 5 beeps are heard and it repeats itself 4 more times.
My airbag light is out. Could this cause the alarm? Also, is it common for these lights to burn
out or do you think it is an airbag problem? I am also having the same problem with the ABS
light appearing occasionally. I think this is the ECM. I have read about this on other sites. I hope
Ford recalls that problem! Thanks for your help! Is there an easy way to reach the back 3
sparkplugs? August The factory alarm horn and blinking lights in our SE keeps randomly going
off whenever we lock the van. Anyone else experience this? Is the PATS it's own computer that
maybe just needs replaced? Can it be disable by an authorized service tech? I have a ford
windstar in which the door ajar warning sounds all the time below about 15 miles per hour. The
doors are secure. It is a back up vehicle and i just want to silence the alarm. I have a windstar ,
also has the ABS light and brake lights coming on together. I need a fix and no one in Utah
seems to know how. Please anyone with information on what to do send me anything. My son
will fix it, just needs to know how. Cannot pass inspection with lights coming on. When I took it
to have the emissions tested, it failed. Of course, they don't test the emissions, they just hook
up their adapter to the computer. The Diagnostic Trouble Codes returned were P and P system
too lean, bank 1 and bank 2, respectively. Does anyone know exactly what needs to be fixed? I
was talking to a mechanic recently, and he said he's pretty sure that some fuel injection seals
are bad, they're letting too much air in, and that's why it's giving those codes. Has anyone else
had these codes before? I told them I suspected the airbag system but they still want to keep it
for hours. If the mechanic isn't too bright, it could cost me a considerable amount of money. I
took it back after 1 hour. Is there anyone out there that can help? It's driving me crazy!
November Remove cowl cover or they can be reached from underneath. Place van on front

ramps. So, I should change the sparkplugs? December I have the same beeping in my Windstar.
Can you tell me if you found what it was or where I can find additional info? January I'd like to
drive this thing off a cliff, but can't do that, so I just blast the music. If you learn anything else,
please let me know. I can't afford to do that again. I won't be buying any more Fords, that's for
sure. May We've been having the same problem with ur Windstar but haven't found the solution.
It's intermittent. A couple of years ago dealer said it was third party add-on though we bought
the alarm with the car from the dealer and we'd have to go chase someone else down. Wasn't
happening often then so we let it go. Problem becoming more persistent now. Anyone else?
October I tracked the beeping down to the computer box or brain of the car that is under your
dash right by the firewall on my crown victoria. To collaborate with others out here, i have many
dash lights that are blown out and i also have air bag issues so the correlations are becoming
evident. As far as ford not know what it is i don't buy it for a minute. They play that game as
standard practice to rape people out of money in my humble opinion. Thats why they get hardly
any business because people are not dumb. Take care. As soon as i figure out the exact
solution and the actual labor time, i'll post it on here for everyone unless someone beats me to
it, but rest assured, i will figure it out. Thank you very much for your answer - I bought a Jeep so
now my husband is stuck with the beeping; it doesn't bother him. I would still appreciate any
further comments, though; I do still have to travel in that vehicle sometimes. I agree with you
about Ford playing a game, that's why I didn't buy another one. Thanks again! Where do I find
the computer on a windstar. Can't get it through emissions and the check engine light comes
back on each time. Any advice? IS a ford dealer a better choice than national chain "tire and
muffler" shop? Thank you. I actually put mine off for a long time, but all you have to do is
remove the plastic pice under the windshield and it is very easy to gain access. My airbag light
just started going on. It flashes 5 times through a couple of cycles and then stays lit. I tried the
connections under the passenger seat. Really don't want to pay Ford hundreds when it is
probably nothing. Can anyone offer advice? If you take the wiper arms off and the trim piece
under them, it is very easy to get to the rear plugs. The only thing I can think of to check is a
bad Brake sensor behind the the brake hub! The output speed sensor has a cable hooked to it
and the cable runs up to your speedo , and tells you how fast you are going. The Turbine speed
sensor tells the computer, the RPM's of the transmission! The ABS does not effect normal
braking, Antilock Braking System only prevents front wheel lockup when braking in snow or
ice! Mass Air Flow sensor or the o2 sensor will cause rough idle! Sometimes you can clean the
throttle body at the intake and clean the MAS sensor with electrical cleaner! Make sure it drys
before you start the motor! I been having problems with my van not wanting me to push it to 60
mph with out the van from puckering or missing and my engine light flashes on and off but
mostly stays on what can I do to fix it. September edited September I changed the neutral safety
sensor and it still does it can anyone please help!!! I had the same problem with my I changed
the fuel filter. It is located on the drivers side along the frame. It was only about 20 bucks. But
you should also check your fuel pressure. Sounds like it could also be a fuel pump talking to
you telling you it's going to go. Anyone know the Airbag code 16? It drives me nuts. The red
light is not just the Parking Emaergency brakes. It is also for you service brakes It is used as a
warning for both. In My case this light is on constant but There is nought wrong with any part of
my braking system and the same for the ABS light. With out of ABS, I may have hit hime
broadside. Although being on a pension I haven't explored it further, my mechanic thell me it is
probably just fauly sesors so to heck with it. When I get aound to fixing her, I will also bring up
the ground issue mentioned here. My Winstar engine light came on also and stayed on but ran
fine. I replaced the upper and lower intake gaskets and you must replace new Ford bolts. Have
not had any more trouble. Now as for the 2 brake system warning lights are concerned. Mine
have been on in the 2 years I have owned this big beautiful old gal. This should help easy some
of the angsiety. The ABS system is designed that if it fails, your brakes revert back to normal
brakes. That is Normals for all us oldsters out there. Hope all this helps you. Cheers Angela. Oh
and the ABS light comes on a lot too I have the same annoying problem and I can't remember
where I got the info but the beeps are to let you know that your ABS SYSTEM needs its annual
service, in other words, they want your money to just reset it. I see some reoccurring issues
posted. Low fluid or a faulty wheel speed sensor are most common. Unfortunately on the
Windstars, there is also a common issue with the ABS power relay that will come up as code If
you are good with electronics, it is possible to repair the ABS module by opening the unit and
resoldering a new relay, but I caution anyone as the ABS system is a safety system, but it is
very possible. Second, the annoying 5 beeps that repeat randomly and sometimes often; This is
the way
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that the vehicle warns you that your Air Bag Light is burnt out. It's just a bulb, but time
consuming to replace as it is behind the gauge cluster. YouTube should have many video
walkthroughs. This is due to multiple defects The intake runners often leak unmetered air into
the intake, the upper intake manifold seals leak, and the EGR PORTS not the valve itself, the
ports in the intake manifold get clogged. These all CAN cause either "System Lean" code, any
of the cylinders to misfire the PP codes , or driveability symptoms like lack of power, bucking,
surging, running rough, etc. Usually a combination of these. The upper intake seals need to be
replaced regardless, so while it is off, clean the EGR ports in the lower intake and inspect the
intake runners, also in the lower intake manifold. It is also possible the head gasket is leaking
and causing these symptoms, but that is less common, though not uncommon. Those are the
most common problems with the 3. Sign In or Register to comment.

